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1  Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.

2  A. My name is Arthur Woolf. I am an economist. My business address is 557

3  Cambridge Road, Westford, Vermont 05494.

4  Q. On whose behalf are you submitting testimony?

5  A. I am testifying on behalf of GLOBALFOUNDRIES U.S. 2 LLC

6  (GLOBALFOUNDRIES).

7  Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?

8  A. I understand that Green Mountain Power (GMP) has requested a 4.98% overall

9  rate increase from the Public Utility Commission. My testimony has three

10 purposes. First, 1 offer analysis concerning the economic impact

11 GLOBALFOUNDRIES has on the State of Vermont. Second, 1 provide insight

12 into the cost of power nationally and compare it to the cost of power in the State

13 of Vermont, with particular reference to GLOBALFOUNDRIES. Finally, I offer

14 criticism of the prefiled testimony of James Coyne, who testified on behalf of

15 GMP and made a recommendation concerning GMP's return on equity.

16 Q. Who is your employer and what is your role?

17 A. From 1985 through 2015 I was President of Northern Economic Consulting, a

18 fiim I co-founded with Richard Heaps. From 1991 to 2015 I was the editor of the

19 monthly The Vermont Economy Newsletter, which our fmn published. We

20 disbanded the tlrm when Mr. Heaps retired. I continue to do economic consulting

21 on my own and I am also an Associate Professor in the Department of Economics

22 at the University of Vermont (UVM).

23 Q. What are your responsibilities as an economic consultant?
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1  A, I provide consultation and analysis to a variety of clients—including businesses,

2  developers, attorneys, and others—on economic issues.

3  Q. Please summarize your educational background and work experience.

4  I received a B.A. in History from Cornell University in 1973, an M.S. in

5  Economics from University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1979, and a Ph.D. in

6  Economics, also from University of Wisconsin-Madison, in 1980. In 1980, I

7  began teaching in the Economics Department at UVM and have been employed

8  there since, apart from a leave of absence in 1988 when 1 was the State Economist

9  for Governor Madeleine Kunin. I returned to UVM in 1991. Since 2011,1 have

10 written a weekly column on the state economy for The Burlington Free Press.

11 Q. Please describe the impact that GLOBALFOUNDRIES has on Vermont's

12 economy.

13 A. GLOBALFOUNDRIES is a major employer in Vermont. It is the largest for-

14 profit employer in Vermont, with about 2,600 employees.' The only Vermont

15 employers larger than GLOBALFOUNDRIES are: the University of Vermont

16 Medical Center, the University of Vermont, and the State of Vermont.

17 The United States Department of Labor's Quarterly Census of

18 Employment and Wages shows that the North American Industrial Classification

19 System (NAICS) subsector in which GLOBALFOUNDRIES is classified,

20 Computer and Electronic Manufacturing (335), had 4,780 employees in Vermont

' Dan D'Ambrosio, GlobalFoundries: Innovation keeps us coinpciitlvc in worldwide market, Biirlingfun
Free Press, August 3, 2017.
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1  in 2016. This subsector contains 46 different establishments, so not all of the

2  4,780 employees are at GLOBALFOUNDRIES, but more than half are.

3  The average wage in GLOBALFOUNDRIES' subsector in Vermont is

4  $80,131. While wage data for GLOBALFOUNDRIES is not publically disclosed,

5  one can infer, based on GLOBALFOUNDRIES' dominance of the subsector, that

6  its average wage must be close to that amount. By contrast, the average wage in

7  the Vermont manufacturing sector as a whole is $55,799 and the average wage for

8  all Vermont employees is $45,059.^ Notably, the average wage in the subsector

9  in which GLOBALFOUNDRIES is located is higher than any other

10 manufacturing subsector and higher than nearly any other part of the Vermont

11 economy. If GLOBALFOUNDRIES' employment is about 2,600 and its average

12 wage is approximately $80,000, simple math suggests that its annual wage bill

13 equals $208 million.

14 According to the United States Department of Labor, on average,

15 employment benefits—including vacation, sick leave, health insurance, and

16 pension benefits—are 32% of total compensation in the private sector."*

17 Assuming GLOBALFOUNDRIES' benefits package is at the national average,

18 benefits to its employees amount to an additional $100 million.

Vermont Department of Labor, U.I. Covered Employment and Wages (QCEW) at
http://www.vtlmi.info/indareanaics.cfm?areatype=01.
^ Vermont Department of Labor, U.I. Covered Employment and Wages (QCEW) at
http://www.vtlmi.info/indareanaics.cfm?areatype=01.
U.S. Department of Labor, Employer Costs for Employee Compensation. March 2017 at

https://wvv\v.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ecec.pdf.
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1  Based on these figures, GLOBALFOUNDRIES' benefit to the stale

2  economy includes 2,600 jobs and total employee compensation of over $308

3  million annually.

4  Q. Are you able to estimate the amount of tax revenue that

5  GLOBALFOUNDRIES' presence in Vermont contributes to Vermont's

6  economy?

7  A. Yes. Based on the income earned by GLOBALFOUNDRIES' employees, I can

8  estimate the total amount of personal income taxes paid to the State of Vermont.

9  According to the Vermont Department of Taxes, taxpayers earning between

10 $75,000 and $100,000 pay an average of 2.8% of their income to the State.^

11 Assuming GLOBALFOUNDRIES pays $208 million in wages, its employees pay

12 approximately $5.8 million in state personal income taxes.

13 Additionally, GLOBALFOUNDRIES annually contributes both corporate

14 income taxes to the State and property taxes where its Vermont facility is located.

15 Q. Does GLOBALFOUNDRIES make any other contributions to the Vermont

16 economy?

17 A. Yes. GLOBALFOUNDRIES is also a major contributor to Vermont's exports.

18 In 2016, exports from its Vermont facility amounted to about $600 million, a

19 significant portion of the $3 billion in total exports from Vermont last year.^

20 Q. Why is GLOBALFOUNDRIES' contribution to Vermont's exports

21 significant?

^ Calculated from Vermont income tax statistics at
htlp://www.state.vt.us/tax/pdf.word.excel/statistics/2012/income_stats_2012_state.pdf.
^ See Jagielski Testimony; U.S. Census Bureau, State Trade Data at https;//www.census.gov/foreign-
trade/statistics/state/index.htmi.
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1  A. Exports are an important part of any local economy because they bring in dollars

2  that are used to pay for imports in that economy, which raises the standard of

3  living overall. Furthermore, companies that participate in the global economy pay

4  higher wages than companies that do not have an international exposure, and this

5  is certainly true for GLOBALFOUNDRIES.^

6  Q. If GLOBALFOUNDRIES no longer had a presence in Vermont, what impact

7  would that have on Vermont taxpayers?

8  A. It would have a significant impact. Without GLOBALFOUNDRIES, the State

9  would have to make up lost personal and corporate income tax revenues. If the

10 taxing authorities made up the difference by raising income and property taxes,

11 Vennont taxpayers would see an increase in their tax obligations.

12 There would also be second order economic and tax effects if

13 GLOBALFOUNDRIES did not have a Vermont presence because the loss of jobs

14 and income would mean less spending in the economy in general. This, in turn,

15 would reduce wages, income, jobs and tax revenues to the State.

16 Q. What can you tell us about how Vermont industrial electric rates compare to

17 other states?

18 A. The cost of electricity for industrial customers is more expensive in Vermont than

19 in most other states and prices have been rising faster here than elsewhere.

20 Q. Please explain.

21 A. According to the United States Energy Information Administration, industrial

22 customers in Vermont paid an average of 10.06 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh) in

' See, e.g. Matthew Slaughter, "'High-Trade' Jobs Pay Higher Wages," Wall Street Journal, January 20,
2014 (available at https://www.wsj,coiTi/articles/82i6hightrade82l7-jobs-pay-higher-
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2016. That was 49% higher than the average industrial price nationally. Over the

last six years, Vermont's industrial power prices have risen by 5.6%. In contrast,

industrial power prices have fallen slightly on average nationwide. This means

the price that GLOBALFOUNDRIES pays for its power is more than the average

industrial price nationwide. This is summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Industrial Electricity Costs (cents per kWh)

Vermont National Average VT/U.S.

2010 9.53 6.77 141%

2016 10.06 6.75 149%

Percent Change 5.6% -0.2%

Source: U.S. Energy InForination Administration'^

What do the current Vermont power prices mean for

GLOBALFOUNDRIES?

Given the industrial power costs in Vermont and the trend in costs nationwide,

GLOBALFOUNDRIES would pay less for electricity in other states and would

not be facing an increase in its power costs elsewhere. The products

GLOBALFOUNDRIES produces at its Vermont plant use a significant amount of

electricity in their production.^ Any additional electricity costs mean that the

plant's products will be less competitive in the global markets in which they are

sold. If the price of electricity in Vermont continues to rise, there will be

disincentives to remain.

vvages8216hightrade8217-jobs-pay-higherwages-1390239754).
^htlps;//www.eia.gov/elecli"icity/data/browser/#/topic/7?agg=0, l&geo=g008&endsec=vg&freq=A&start=2
001&end=2016&ctype=linechan&ltype=pin&rtype=s&maptype=0&rse=0&pin=.
' See Jagielski Testimony.
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1  Q. Have you had the chance to review the prefiled testimony of James M.

2  Coyne?

3  A. I have reviewed it.

4  Q. Do you have any observations or comments to offer on Mr. Coyne's method

5  of calculating the recommended return on equity for GMP?

6  A. Yes. Mr. Coyne uses standard models of corporate finance in his analysis. The

7  inputs to those mathematical calculations are market-driven parameters.

8  However, Mr. Coyne believes that current market interest rales are too low, so he

9  adjusts them higher in his analysis. He predicts that interest rates will rise in the

10 future. I disagree with his projection.

11 Mr. Coyne bases this forecast on a variety of sources, but all of the sources

12 are human forecasters, not the market. Therefore, the interest rate he forecasts is

13 subjective. If Mr. Coyne were writing this testimony five years ago, he may have

14 made the same prediction, i.e. that the low interest rate environment of 2012 was

15 abnormally low and interest rates would rise in the future. They have not.

16 Other sources project low interest rates. A recent Federal Reserve Bank of

17 San Francisco study concluded "while the ongoing economic recovery and

18 normalization of monetary policy in the United States should lead to some

19 increases in long-term interest rates, these seem to be fairly moderate for the

20 foreseeable future.""^

10 Michael Bauer and Glenn Ruedebusch, "'Why are Long-Temi Interest Rates So Low?" Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco Economic Letter, December 5, 2016 at http://www.frbsr.org/econoiTiic-
reserch/publications/economic-Ietter/2016/december/why-are-long-term-interesi-rates-so-low/.
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Essentially, the interest rate environment that Mr. Coyne projects is his

view, not what the market is projecting, and certainly not a consensus view

among forecasters and analysts.

Is there any reason why other forecasters and analysts predict that the

interest rate will not rise?

Many economists and forecasters—including me—predict that interest rates will

remain low because of a few economic fundamentals. These include low

inflation, slower future economic growth than in the past, changing

demographics, and international economic and demographic factors—such as the

aging of the population in the developed world and the high savings rate in China.

All of these factors are acting to push down interest rates worldwide, including in

the United States.

Have interest rates been rising or falling?

They have been falling since 1980.

If interest rates do not rise as Mr. Coyne projects, how docs that affect his

analysis?

If interest rates do not rise as Mr. Coyne projects, GMP's actual profit rates with

the rate increase it seeks in this proceeding will be higher than Mr. Coyne's

projection, providing GMP with a rate of return that exceeds what is expected for

a similarly-situated utility.

Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.


